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Objectives: Pain sensitization could be a risk factor for poor outcomes after knee replacement surgery
(KR) for knee osteoarthritis (KOA). We aimed to evaluate the association between pre-operative central
and peripheral pain sensitization measured using a digital pressure algometer and KR outcomes.
Methods: Consecutive patients with severe KOA listed for KR were recruited. Sociodemographic and
symptoms data were collected prior to surgery. Pre-operative pressure pain thresholds (PPTs) were
measured using a digital pressure algometer at the index knee and forearm. Patient satisfaction at 6 and
12 months after KR was assessed using a 4-point Likert scale, and dichotomized to satisfied and
dissatisfied to KR. Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Index (WOMAC) Pain and function was
assessed. The associations between pre-operative PPTs with KR outcomes at 6 and 12 months were
evaluated.
Results: Of the 243 patients recruited, response rate at 6 and 12 months were 95.5% and 96.7%. The
dissatisfaction rates were 8.2% and 5.1% at 6 and 12 months. There was no statistically significant as-
sociation between pre-operative index knee or forearm PPTs and patient satisfaction. PPTs measured at
the knee, but not the forearm, were weakly associated with change in the WOMAC pain score at 12
months, after adjustment for confounding factors.
Conclusion: Pre-operative central sensitization, measured by handheld digital algometry, was not sta-
tistically significantly associated with satisfaction or change in pain after KR. Pre-operative peripheral
sensitization was associated with change in pain symptoms after KR; however, this association was weak
and unlikely to be a meaningful predictor of KR outcome in clinical practice.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Osteoarthritis Research Society
International. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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Introduction

Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is one of the leading causes of
disability worldwide, and knee replacement surgery (KR) is the
only treatment that can effectively relieve pain and restore
function for patients with severe KOA. The volume of KR has
increased over the past decade1,2, and the demand for primary KR
has been projected to grow2. However, up to 20% of patients re-
ported little or no improvement in pain after surgery3, which can
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have a significant negative impact on patients as well as the
society4.

The reasons why some patients do not respond to KR are poorly
understood, although the aetiology is likely to be multifactorial5.
Traditional sociodemographic factors such as age, gender and body
mass index (BMI) cannot fully explain the variation in response6,7.
Patients with KOA have central pain sensitization represented by
lower pain thresholds8e10, that may potentially predict chronic
pain after KR11e14. The concept of pain sensitization is characterized
by pronounced changes in joint nociceptors and the nociceptive
processing in the spinal cord, as well as the supraspinal cord levels
such as the brainstem, thalamus and cerebral cortex that process
emotion and fear15. These changes have been implicated as part of
the pathogenesis of chronic pain in KOA16.

Pain sensitization is traditionally measured in a research context
using quantitative sensory testing (QST). A number of different QST
techniques are available but may have limited utility in a clinical
setting due to expense, non-transportable equipment and a high
technical level of skills required to administer and interpret the
tests. Measurement of pressure pain thresholds (PPTs), using a
digital algometer, is an inexpensive and simple method of QST,
thereby increasing its potential for use in a clinical context. Pre-
liminary studies on KOA patients have demonstrated the validity
and reliability of PPT measurement17.

Although KR is primarily performed to relieve chronic pain,
patient satisfaction is a key outcome to assess after elective pro-
cedures. Satisfaction is also one of the core domain set endorsed by
the Outcome Measures in Rheumatology (OMERACT)-Total joint
replacement working group, to be reported in every clinical trial18.
Satisfaction is a multidimensional construct, stretching beyond
pain relief and functional improvement to encompass many
different factors related to a person's psychological status, experi-
ence and expectations19. However, patient satisfaction after KR is a
less well studied concept compared to pain relief and functional
improvement20,21. Symptomatic relief and satisfaction may not be
equivalent22,23. Factors related to inadequate pain relief were re-
ported to be different among patients with different levels of
satisfaction24. Among those moderately dissatisfied, local sensiti-
zation and tenderness were associated with persistent pain; in the
most dissatisfied, pain was associated with instability, stiffness and
negative social support. This also suggests satisfaction is a separate
domain from pain relief. Better understanding of psychosocial and
neural factors that explain patient satisfaction could inform future
work to design interventions to improve patients' experiences and
satisfaction with elective KR surgery.

Pain sensitization represents a concept of distorted pain pro-
cessing from peripheral to the cerebral level. People with anxi-
ety25 and depression26 have altered sensitivity to different
experimental painful stimulus compared to healthy controls.
People with experimentally induced temporary optimistic state
have lower pain ratings during a cold pressure task27. In addition,
associations have been found between pain tolerance with social
functioning28, bonding and attachment29, which were also corre-
lated with variation in m-opioid receptor viability on function brain
magnetic resonance imaging. Endogenous endorphin and the m-
opioid receptor system that are known for their roles in pain
control are increasingly recognized to have pivotal roles in
generating positive emotion, reducing stress reaction, and main-
tenance of cognitive functions. Therefore, we hypothesize that
pain sensitization may have a direct or indirect impact upon both
pain and satisfaction outcomes after KR. In this prospective cohort
study, we aimed to evaluate the association between pre-operative
pain sensitization measured by a digital pressure algometer, and
patient satisfaction and change in pain after KR in an Asian
population.
Methods

Patient and study design

From June to November 2015, 249 consecutive patients with
severe KOA listed for KR were recruited at the Pre-admission
Assessment Centre of Singapore General Hospital (SGH). Ques-
tionnaires and PPT assessments were completed 1e2 weeks prior
to surgery. The study protocol was approved by the Singhealth
Central Institution Review Board (CIRB Ref 2014/2010), and all pa-
tients provided informed, written consent before participation.
This report adheres to the Strengthening the Reporting of Obser-
vational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) recommendations30.

We excluded patients enlisted for KR for other diagnosis and
revision surgery; and patients with cognitive impairment or de-
mentia established by the short portable mental status question-
naire31. Sociodemographic variables, including age, gender,
ethnicities, education level, occupation, and smoking habit were
collected prior to surgery. All patient-reported outcomes were
available in English and Simplified Chinese and were self-
administered by patients in either language of patients' choice.
Comorbidities were collected using the Functional Comorbidity in-
dex32. Body weight and height were measured. The severity of KOA
in the index knee on radiography was assessed by the
KellgreneLawrence grading33. Index knee was defined as the knee
listed for KR, and the dominant knee in case of bilateral KR. One
trained researcher (ZXL) graded the radiographs and a second
researcher (YYL) independently graded 30% of radiographs for inter-
rater reliability. Both researcherswere blinded to the clinical data of
patients at the time of scoring. The intra-class correlation coefficient
(ICC) of KL gradingwas 0.86 (95% confidence interval, CI: 0.76e0.91).

Pressure pain threshold assessment

Pre-operative PPTs of each patient was measured using a
handheld digital algometer (Somedic AB, Sweden) on the day of
recruitment. PPTs were measured at two body sites: the index knee
and the right forearm. These body sites were chosen to provide
evidence of peripheral sensitization (index knee) and central
sensitization (forearm). Peripheral sensitizationwas assessed at the
medial joint line of the index knee (PPT knee). Central sensitization
was assessed at the mid-point between the wrist and elbow of the
volar aspect of right forearm (PPT forearm). All recruited patients
were pain-free in their right forearm at time of assessment. A
standardized protocol was adopted with multiple video confer-
ences with the original research team17. One trained designated
staff (SQX) performed all PPT measurements to minimize mea-
surement variability. A 1 cm2 probe was held perpendicular to the
skin and pressure was applied at a constant rate of 10 kPa/s. The
patients were instructed to say “stop” at the very first sensation of
pain, at which point the PPT reading was recorded. A total of three
readings were taken at each site, with the average of the last two
taken to increase reliability. The position of the algometer on the
skin was altered very slightly between each reading to avoid
sensitization of the test area.

Repeat PPTmeasurements were taken for 25 patients on the day
of KR surgery (median 9 days from the first PPT measurements,
range 2e16 days) for testeretest reliability evaluation. The ICC (95%
CI) of PPT forearm and PPT knee were 0.80 (0.64e0.91) and 0.72
(0.48e0.86), respectively.

Knee symptom evaluation

Pain, stiffness and physical function of the knee were measured
using the self-administered Western Ontario and McMaster
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Universities Index (WOMAC)34. A score for each subscale was
calculated and transformed into a 0e100 scale; with a higher score
indicate worst symptoms. Pain in the left and right knee was
assessed separately using the WOMAC pain scale. Patients
completed the WOMAC index prior to surgery and at 6 and 12
months after surgery.

Other pre-operative evaluations

Patients self-reported yes/no to having pain in nine body sites
(neck, lower back, left and right shoulder/elbow or hand, the non-
index knee, left and right hip, left and right ankle or foot) and re-
sponses were summed to produce a count of the number of painful
body sites. Symptoms of anxiety and depression were evaluated
using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)35. Self-
efficacy was assessed using the Pain Self-efficacy questionnaire36,
which has been shown to predict functional outcomes after KR37.
The 10-item Pain Self-efficacy questionnaire assesses how confi-
dently patients can cope with their daily lives, despite the knee
pain. Total scores ranged from 0 to 60, with a higher score indicate
better self-efficacy. Patients' expectations of KR were evaluated by
asking about expected pain after recovery from surgery (not at all
painful through to very painful), and expected limitations in
everyday activities after recovery from surgery (not limited at all
through to greatly limited). The mean scores of the above ranged
from 1 to 3.5, with a lower score indicating higher expectations38.

Outcome of KR surgery

The outcomes of KR were collected by administrating ques-
tionnaires over the telephone at 6 and 12 months after KR. One
trained telephone interviewer, who identified herself as indepen-
dent from the surgical team, collected all post-operative outcomes.
She explained to participants that their responses would be stored
anonymously and not directly fed back to the surgeons. To assess
satisfaction, participants were asked “How would you rate your
overall satisfaction with the surgery?” with responses on a 4-point
Likert scale (very satisfied/somewhat satisfied/somewhat dissatis-
fied/very dissatisfied)39,40. The aim was to assess satisfaction with
the result of the intervention, rather than the process of care. Per-
centage changes in WOMAC pain scores were also calculated using
WOMAC pain at 6 or 12 months minus baseline WOMAC pain,
divided by baseline WOMAC pain. Lower (and negative) values
indicated greater improvement in pain.

Patients' perspectives on their outcomewere explored with two
questions: “How do you rate the improvement in 1) pain and 2)
functional ability of the knee that you had surgery? (no change or
worsen/slightly better/a great deal better/completely resolved or
restored).

Statistical analysis

Patient dissatisfied to KR were defined as those reported overall
satisfaction as somewhat dissatisfied and very dissatisfied. We
assumed the dissatisfaction rate to KR to be 10% based on previous
data from our center41, and postulated an odd ratio (OR) of 3.5 for
PPTs in predicting dissatisfaction after KR. This OR was a conser-
vative estimate based on a study that reported an OR of 9 for pain
threshold measured by an electric stimulator in predicting KR
outcomes11. We assumed the multi-collinearity between the pain
threshold measurement and other demographic variables to be
moderate (a multiple R2 of 50%, or equivalently a Variance inflation
Factor of 2), and the standard deviation (SD) of PPTmeasurement to
be 86 units. Based on these assumptions and specifying the margin
of error to be 1% of the postulated OR, the required sample size was
116 patients. We therefore initially aimed to recruit at least 180
patients to account for 30% loss to follow up. During our study,
more data was published showing a smaller effect size than the
initial data, and therefore we made the decision to recruit as many
patients as possible within the planned recruitment period.

Analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistic package,
version 23. All variables were reported as means, standard de-
viations or median, interquartile range for parametric and non-
parametric continuous measures; and as frequencies for categori-
cal variables. Independent pre-operative variables were compared
between patients who were satisfied/dissatisfied with KR at 6
months and 12 months after surgery using ManneWhitney U test
for continuous variables and chi-square test for categorical vari-
ables. As most independent variables were not normally distrib-
uted, non-parametric test was used for consistency. Generalized
linear regression models were used to estimate the associations of
baseline variables with non-responders to KR and the percentage
change in WOMAC pain at 6 and 12 months after surgery respec-
tively. The percentage change of WOMAC pain at 6 and 12 months
were reflected (maximum value plus one minus the percentage
change) and then squared to achieve normality in themultivariable
analyses. We assessed a minimally sufficient set of confounding
variables using directed acyclic graphs (DAG) visual representations
of possible causal assumptions (DAGitty v2.3)42 that minimize bias
for the total effect of PPT on change on WOMAC pain43. We
repeated the regression models with adjustment of the minimal
sufficient set based on the DAG analysis. Following standard prac-
tice, P values of <0.05 were taken as statistically significant.

We explored the associations of baseline variables with persis-
tent pain after KR. Persistent pain post-KR was defined as patients
answering “no change or worsen” or “slightly better” to “How do
you rate the improvement in pain” at 6 and 12 months after KR.

Results

Of the 249 patients who were approached prior to surgery, 243
were eligible and consented to participate (Fig. 1). Outcomes data
were collected from 232 patients (95.5%) at 6 months and 235
patients (96.7%) at 12 months. Pre-operative characteristics of
participants are provided in Table I. The mean age of participants
was 66 years, 79% were female and 82% were Chinese. The high
female: male ratio of participants in this study is consistent with
data from numerous large Asian registries and cohorts44e47. The
majority (95%) of patients underwent total knee replacement
(TKR), with 5% of patients having a unicompartmental knee
replacement (UKR). The majority of patients had moderate to se-
vere KOA on radiographs, and moderate knee symptoms. Therewas
no statistically significant difference between patients satisfied and
dissatisfied to KR in terms of pre-operative characteristics except
that dissatisfied patients had statistically significant worseWOMAC
pain and function and more painful body sites.

At 6 and 12 months, 8.2% and 5.1% of patients were “very
dissatisfied” or “somewhat dissatisfied” with the outcome of their
KR. However, among those reported "satisfied", there was a sizable
proportion of patients reported slight or no improvement in terms
of pain (33.5%) and function (40.6%) at 6 months, with similar re-
sults at 12 months after KR (Table II). Only a minority of patients
reported complete resolution of pain (11.3%), and unrestricted
functional ability (7.1%) at 6 months.

The distribution of baseline PPT forearm and knee as stratified
by satisfaction and pain improvement at 6 months are shown in
Fig. 2, and the detailed scores for all time-points were summarized
in Supplementary Table 1.

In the univariable analysis, there was high correlation between
PPT forearm and PPT knee (Spearman's Rho (r) ¼ 0.579, P < 0.001),



Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the study.
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but not for PPTs with baseline WOMAC pain (PPT forearm
r ¼ �0.108, P ¼ 0.089; PPT knee r ¼ �0.104, P ¼ 0.100). In the
multivariable analysis, the number of painful body sites, pre-
operative WOMAC pain scores and percentage change in WOMAC
pain scores were associated with non-responders at 6 months
(Table III). Self-efficacy, pre-operative WOMAC pain scores and
percentage change in WOMAC pain scores were associated with
non-responders at 12 months. In a model without percentage
change in WOMAC pain and function (as they may be mediators
rather than true confounders), not enough empirical evidence was
found to claim any association between PPT arm or knee with
satisfaction (all P > 0.05).

In addition, we did not find any statistical evidence of associa-
tion between PPT forearm and change in WOMAC outcomes.
However, there was empirical evidence of association of PPT knee
with percentage change in WOMAC pain at 6 months and 12
months, after adjustment for age, gender and BMI. After adjustment
for all other variables including baseline WOMAC scores, PPT knee
was statistically significantly associated with percentage change in
WOMAC pain at 12 months (Table IV).

We constructed empirical DAG (Supplementary Fig. 1) that may
explain possible causal effect of PPTon change ofWOMAC pain, and
a minimally sufficient adjustment set included the following vari-
ables: KL grading, anxiety, depression, expectation, number of
painful body sites and pain. Repeated regression models with
adjustment of the minimally sufficient adjustment set did not
materially change the result (Supplementary Table 2). PPT kneewas
statistically significantly associated with change in WOMAC pain at
12 months, while no association was noted between PPT arm and
change in pain.

We explored possible influence of radiographic severity of KOA
with PPT knee but noted no statistically significant interaction
between radiographic severity of KOA with PPT measured at both
knee and forearm for change in WOMAC outcomes (data not
shown).

In the exploratory multivariable analysis for persistent pain af-
ter KR, there were 39.7% and 27.9% of patients who did not have
major pain improvement at 6 and 12months after KR. Therewas no
empirical evidence to claim any association between PPTs at both
sites with persistent pain (Supplementary Table 3).

Discussion

The overall dissatisfaction rate to KR in this study was relatively
low. The key driver for dissatisfaction was less improvement in
WOMAC pain. There was statistically significant association be-
tween number of painful body sites and non-responder status,
suggesting that the presence of widespread pain may have a
negative impact on KR outcomes. However, there was not enough
empirical evidence to claim association between PPT forearm, as a



Table I
Baseline characteristics of recruited patients (n ¼ 243)

Total (n ¼ 243) Satisfied at 6 month
(n ¼ 212)

Dissatisfied at 6 month
(n ¼ 20)

P

Age* 66.0 (8.3) 66.1 (8.4) 66.3 (6.9) 0.954
Female, n (%) 191 (78.6) 168 (79.2) 14 (70.0) 0.336
Ethnicity
Chinese, n (%) 200 (82.3) 176 (83.0) 15 (75.0)
Non-Chinese, n (%) 43 (17.7) 36 (17.0) 5 (25.0) 0.369

Education
None 33 (13.6) 29 (13.7) 3 (15.0)
Primary 96 (39.5) 85 (40.1) 8 (40.0)
Secondary and above 114 (46.9) 98 (46.2) 9 (45.0) 0.986

Working, n (%) 76 (31.3) 66 (31.1) 7 (35.0) 0.722
Ever smoker, n (%) 26 (10) 21 (9.9) 3 (15.0) 0.511
Current smoker, n (%) 11 (4.5) 10 (4.7) 1 (5.0) 0.955
Living alone, n (%) 17 (7) 14 (6.6) 1 (5.0) 0.780
Surgery type
TKR 231 (95.1) 202 (95.3) 19 (95.0)
UKA 12 (4.9) 10 (4.7) 1 (5.0) 0.995
Bilateral 13 (5.3) 13 (6.2) 0
Unilateral 230 (94.7) 211 (98.6) 21 (100) 0.096

Radiography of index knee
KL1 1 (0.4) 0 0
KL2 12 (5.1) 10 (4.7) 1 (5.0)
KL3 98 (41.9) 82 (38.7) 10 (50.0)
KL4 123 (52.6) 113 (53.3) 8 (40.0) 0.542
Missing 9 (3.7) 7 (3.3) 1 (5.0)

BMIy 27.9 (5.5) 27.8 (5.4) 28.5 (6.8) 0.892
No. of comorbiditiesy 2.0 (1.0) 2.0 (1.0) 2.0 (1.8) 0.376
No. of painful body sites with painy 1.0 (2.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (2.5) 0.108
Years of pain in index kneey 3.0 (3.0) 3.0 (3.0) 3.0 (1.8) 0.942
Baseline WOMAC pain (0e100)y 40.0 (20.0) 35.0 (25.0) 50.0 (37.5) 0.003
Baseline WOMAC function (0e100)y 30.9 (25.0) 29.4 (23.5) 42.6 (34.6) 0.005
6 month WOMAC pain (0e100)y 10.0 (20.0) 5.0 (15.0) 40.0 (28.8) <0.0001
6 month WOMAC function (0e100)y 10.3 (12.9) 8.8 (11.8) 44.9 (32.0) <0.0001
% change in WOMAC pain �77.4 (�50.0) �80.0 (�47.1) �24.0 (82.5) <0.0001
% change in WOMAC function �66.7 (51.2) �68.3 (�48.6) �12.8 (49.2) <0.0001
HADS anxiety (0e21)y 2.0 (3.0) 2.0 (3.0) 3.0 (4.5) 0.053
HADS depression (0e21)y 2.5 (3.0) 2.0 (3.0) 3.5 (4.5) 0.074
Self-efficacy (0e60)y 47.0 (10.0) 47.0 (9.0) 42.5 (12.8) 0.028
Baseline PPT forearm, kPay 171.5 (110.0) 171.8 (117.9) 167.8 (97.9) 0.080
Baseline PPT knee, kPay 175.0 (121.0) 173.5 (122.5) 132.8 (111.0) 0.260

BMI¼ bodymass index;No.¼number; TKR¼ total knee replacement surgery;UKR¼uni-compartmental knee replacement surgery; KL¼Kellgren-Lawrencegradingof tibiofemoral
joint on radiograph of index knee; WOMAC¼ Western Ontario andMcMaster Universities Index; HADS¼ hospital anxiety and depression scale; PPT ¼ pressure pain threshold.

* Mean (SD).
y Median (Interquartile range).

Table II
Patients' perspectives of index knee condition 6 and 12 months after KR

6 months 12 months

Patients
satisfied

Total, n (%) 212 (91.4) 223 (94.9)
Improvement in pain (%)
No change or worsening pain 0.5 0
Slightly better 33.0 22.9
A great deal better 55.2 74.4
Pain completely absent 11.3 2.7

Improvement in functional ability (%)
No change or worsening functional

ability
0.5 0

Slightly better 40.1 27.8
A great deal better 52.4 70.9
Functional ability completely

unrestricted
7.1 1.3

Patients
dissatisfied

Total, n (%) 20 (8.6) 12 (5.1)
Improvement in pain (%)
No change or worsening pain 45.0 66.7
Slightly better 50.0 33.3
A great deal better 5.0 0
Pain completely absent 0 0

Improvement in functional ability (%)
No change or worsening functional

ability
40.0 66.7

Slightly better 55.0 33.3
A great deal better 5.0 0
Functional ability completely

unrestricted
0 0
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surrogate of pre-operative central sensitization, and satisfaction or
pain outcomes after KR. PPT knee as a surrogate of peripheral
sensitization was empirically found to be weakly associated with
percentage change in WOMAC pain at 6 and 12 months after
adjustment for confounding factors. The differences in baseline PPT
forearm and knee for patients endorsing satisfied vs dissatisfied
were not statistically significant and had overlapping confidence
intervals. Our current study adds to the literature by reporting lack
of statistically significant evidence of association between pre-
operative central sensitization, assessed using PPTs, and satisfac-
tion or change in pain scores after KR, thereby implying that pre-
operative central sensitization may not bring meaningful utility
in predicting TKR outcomes.

Strengths of this study include its relatively large sample size,
high follow up rates, and the use of validated outcome measures.
Pain sensitizationwas assessed throughmeasuring pain thresholds,
which have been shown to have good testeretest reliability17. To
minimize variability of PPT measurement, one designated staff
personnel was tasked to do the measurement and have achieved
good testeretest reliability for the measurements. The unique
strength of our study is that it is the first to evaluate the association
between pre-operative pain sensitizations and satisfaction out-
comes of KR, together with various psychosocial factors. Satisfac-
tion to KR stretches beyond pain relief and functional improvement



Fig. 2. Box plot of baseline PPT forearm and knee. A. Baseline PPT forearm as stratified by satisfaction at 6 months. B. Baseline PPT knee as stratified by satisfaction at 6 months. C.
Baseline PPT forearm as stratified by pain improvement at 6 months. D. Baseline PPT knee as stratified by pain improvement at 6 months.
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to encompass many different factors related to a person's experi-
ence and expectation before and after KR19,20. It is also the first
Asian study to evaluate whether pre-operative measures of pain
sensitization are associated with the outcome of KR. Patients from
different counties and different races have different expectations
regarding KR48,49. Our study sample is also representative of the
local population undergoing KR with a similar gender mix, age
range and ethnicity as reported by a KR clinical pathway
database41,45.

There are a number of limitations of our study that should be
considered when interpreting the results. The overall aim was to
investigate the association of PPT with satisfaction and change in
pain outcomes, which cannot be interpreted as causative effect. The
risk estimates for co-variates in the statistical model should not be
interpreted as directly comparable. The interpretation of the
empirical DAG and minimally sufficient set of confounders rely on
the robustness of the empirical graph and cannot assess effect
modification due to interactions or correlations between variables.
There was minimal variability in the radiographic severity of OA
among participants (41.9% KL grade 3 and 52.6 % KL grade 4) and
therefore the findings of this exploratory analysis should be inter-
preted with caution. Although we collected data on a number of
potential predictors of outcomes, other factors which may affect KR
outcome, such as pain catastrophizing and fulfillment of expecta-
tions were not included in our analysis50. Nevertheless, we
adjusted for key confounding factors such as age, gender, BMI,



Table III
Multivariable analysis for variables associated with overall dissatisfaction at 6 month and 12 month

Dissatisfaction at 6 month Dissatisfaction at 12 month

Relative risk 95% CI P Relative risk 95% CI P

Age 1.091 0.972; 1.224 0.140 0.882 0.684; 1.136 0.330
Gender
Male 2.592 0.152; 44.077 0.510 3.409 0.140; 83.194 0.452
Female 1.00 e 1.00 e

Education
Primary or below 0.749 0.098; 5.755 0.781 3.042 0.104; 89.378 0.519
Secondary or above 1.00 e 1.00 e

Radiography
KL 2e3 0.235 0.019; 2.897 0.259 5.669 0.503; 63.835 0.160
KL 4 1.00 e 1.00 e

BMI, kg/m2 0.861 0.678; 1.094 0.220 1.093 0.814; 1.466 0.555
No. of comorbidity 0.769 0.230; 2.573 0.670 2.131 0.650; 6.982 0.211
No. painful body sites 2.114 1.009; 4.432 0.047 1.714 0.656; 4.476 0.271
Anxiety 0.720 0.431; 1.204 0.210 3.218 0.929; 11.139 0.065
Depression 1.177 0.725; 1.911 0.509 0.651 0.262; 1.616 0.354
Self-efficacy 0.957 0.855; 1.072 0.447 1.315 1.028; 1.682 0.030
Expectation 3.775 0.262; 54.443 0.329 0.941 0.079; 11.254 0.961
PPT knee 0.999 0.983; 1.016 0.947 1.007 0.983; 1.031 0.590
PPT forearm 0.994 0.979; 1.009 0.406 1.002 0.986; 1.018 0.808
WOMAC pain baseline 1.294 1.079; 1.552 0.005 1.306 1.041; 1.639 0.021
WOMAC function baseline 0.919 0.811; 1.040 0.181 0.965 0.832; 1.118 0.634
% change in WOMAC pain 1.122 1.045; 1.204 0.001 1.074 1.023; 1.127 0.004
% change in WOMAC function 1.020 0.991; 1.050 0.177 1.072 1.014; 1.133 0.014

BMI ¼ body mass index; No. ¼ number; WOMAC ¼ Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Index; PPT ¼ pressure pain threshold.
Note: The interpretations of risk estimates of different variables are not directly comparable.

Table IV
Multivariable analysis for variables associated with percentage change in WOMAC pain at 6 month and 12 month

% Change in WOMAC pain At 6 month % Change in WOMAC pain At 12 month

Regression coefficient* 95% CI P Regression coefficient* 95% CI P

Age 83.595 �91.958; 259.149 0.351 60.522 �161.777; 282.820 0.594
Gender
Male �2050.670 �5481.190; 1379.850 0.241 �3362.842 �7717.745; 992.062 0.130
Female Ref e e Ref e

Education
Primary or below 371.679 �2317.746; 3061.103 0.786 �267.879 �3680.137; 3144.378 0.878
Secondary or above Ref e e Ref e

Radiography
KL 2e3 �2982.181 �5607.348; �357.014 0.026 407.356 �2931.880; 3746.593 0.811
KL 4 Ref e e

BMI, kg/m2 �39.986 �336.551; 256.579 0.792 342.264 �39.947; 724.476 0.079
No. of comorbidity 510.013 �842.817; 1862.843 0.460 �713.270 �2437.686; 1011.146 0.418
No. painful body sites 39.447 �1030.474; 1109.368 0.942 �457.292 �1816.568; 901.985 0.510
Anxiety �66.617 �678.135; 544.900 0.831 �94.234 �881.406; 692.937 0.814
Depression �106.394 �783.805; 571.017 0.758 �133.464 �977.308; 710.381 0.757
Self-efficacy 31.684 �124.100; 187.468 0.690 62.669 �135.124; 260.462 0.535
Expectation 1372.739 �1515.197; 4260.676 0.352 �310.065 �3982.647; 3362.517 0.869
PPT knee 18.063 �1.369; 37.494 0.068 31.793 6.985; 56.602 0.012
PPT forearm �.629 �18.742; 17.484 0.946 �11.447 �34.428; 11.534 0.329
WOMAC pain baseline 196.129 85.733; 306.524 <0.001 349.989 209.888; 490.091 <0.001
WOMAC function baseline �111.444 �225.508; 2.620 0.055 �153.478 �297.513; �9.442 0.037

No. ¼ number; BMI ¼ body mass index; WOMAC ¼ Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Index; PPT ¼ pressure pain threshold; KL ¼ Kellgren-Lawrence grading of
tibiofemoral joint on radiograph of index knee.

* The interpretations of risk estimates of different variables are not directly comparable.
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baseline WOMAC pain and various psychological factors. We did
not control for analgesic use prior to PPT measurements, which
may affect pain perception assessments. Also this study only eval-
uated a single static QST parameter, and further research is needed
to build on preliminary research that suggests that dynamic QST
parameters may be associated with outcome after KR51.

Some patients with KOA have been shown to have pain sensi-
tization both at peripheral and central levels8,9,52e54, and this may
be one of the underlying reasons for persistent pain after KR11. The
measure of pain sensitization has been explored using various
methods, such as pain at rest and QST. Of all the somatosensory
changes in KOA, pressure hyperalgesia has been found to be the
most prevalent55, and reliable17. Significant associations between
PPTs and pain at baseline have been described in some
studies8,53,56, but not all57, including ours. The limited number of
studies that have examined the association between pre-operative
PPTs and KR outcomes reported conflicting results regarding the
use of PPT in predicting joint replacement outcomes11,51,57,58. Pre-
operative pain sensitization that measured a low pain threshold
to electrical stimulus was found to be statistically significantly
associated with persistent pain after KR11. Another study showed
that PPT measured at forearm predicts post KR movement pain but
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not pain on rest58. A post hoc analysis of patients recruited to two
clinical trials have found that pre-operative PPTs were not predic-
tive of the amount of pain relief that patients gain from joint
replacement surgery57. However, subsequent subgroup analysis
revealed that KOA patients with less severe radiographic damage
and who had greater widespread hyperalgesia benefitted less from
surgery59. This suggests that the effect of pain sensitization may
affect joint replacement surgery outcomes, but may vary according
to the severity of OA.

The finding of the current study has several clinical and meth-
odological implications. For the clinical aspect, although central
sensitization was not statistically significantly associated with
changes in either satisfaction or pain symptoms outcomes after
controlling for several sociodemographic and psychological factors,
peripheral sensitization was empirically found to have weak asso-
ciation with the percentage change in WOMAC pain after surgery.
Normalization of the pre-operative pain-processing abnormalities
after surgery has been demonstrated in some studies12,54, sug-
gesting that these abnormalities may be maintained by peripheral
nociceptive inputs. Of note is that although there was statistically
significant association between PPT knee and change in pain out-
comes, a P-value <0.05 does not necessarily imply clinical rele-
vance60. Indeed, the distribution of baseline PPT forearm and knee
between patients who reported diverging satisfaction and pain
improvement outcomes had overlapping confidence intervals.
Given the small differences in PPT between satisfaction groups, the
development of a cut-off of PPT that predicts KR outcomes would
be impossible. For the methodological aspect, the associations of
PPT knee with satisfaction and change in pain symptoms were
small compared to the OR of 9.0 that was reported in a previous
study11. With this small effect size and the low dissatisfaction rate
of 5e9%, the sample size in this study was under-powered to
demonstrate a statistically significant association between PPTs
and KR outcomes, despite a large sample size comparable to similar
studies. Our findings, however, are consistent with a previous
study57, providing further evidence that PPTs, measured using a
handheld digital algometer, have little predictive value to preop-
eratively identify non-responders to KR, for both satisfaction and
pain outcomes. A recent study in Denmark has explored various
methods of measuring preoperative pain sensitization and KR
outcome. The study found that central sensitization measured us-
ing a computer-controlled cuff algometer placed on the upper leg
which assesses deep somatic tissue pain sensitivity, predicted post-
operative pain relief after KR51. In the same study, widespread pain
sensitization measured by cuff and handheld algometry derived
different sensory profiles that had different predictive values for
postoperative outcomes. Other pain sensitizationmechanisms such
as temporal summation of pain (facilitated pain responses to
repeated painful stimulation)8,56, and conditioned pain modulation
(central inhibition of pain pathway)54,56 were found to be abnormal
in KOA patients compared to healthy controls. These modalities
may be useful QST tools for pre-operatively predicting KR out-
comes. Mounting evidence have shown that central sensitization is
present in some patients with KOA, however, further research is
needed to identify the mechanism underlying chronic pain in KOA
and better measurement modalities that may predict KR outcomes.
Research incorporating multimodal sensory testing could provide
further elucidation on themechanisms contributing to chronic pain
after KR.

Our study found that over one-third of the patients still reported
little or no improvement in pain and function at 6 months after
surgery. These figures remained similar at 12 months after surgery,
by which time outcomes plateau and little further improvement in
pain can be expected. Previous studies have found that some pa-
tients with residual symptoms report high satisfaction with their
outcomes22,23 reflecting that satisfaction is a different or boarder
concept than pain relief. The key factors reported to be associated
with satisfaction include degree of improvement in pain and
function, and patient expectations20,21. Other important factors
include depression and pain in other body parts21. Among patients
with differing level of satisfaction, inadequate pain relief may be
driven by different factors. In a recent study, peripheral sensitiza-
tion was found to be associated with inadequate pain relief among
patients with less dissatisfaction, but not among those most
dissatisfied24. The factors related to inadequate pain relief may be
different in patients with different levels of satisfaction. Reporting
of satisfactionwith KR outcomes can vary depending on the level of
responses, the context, expectations of patients and the satisfaction
domain being assessed6. For example, patients can be satisfied with
pain relief, but not satisfied with their ability to perform leisure
activities61. Our study observed that a high proportion of satisfied
patients reported little improvement of pain and function, and the
reasons for this warrants further investigation.

Conclusion

Pre-operative central sensitization measured by handheld dig-
ital algometry was found to be not statistically significantly asso-
ciated with satisfaction or improvement in pain after KR. On the
other hand, there was some statistical evidence of association be-
tween pre-operative peripheral sensitization and change in pain
symptoms after KR; however, since this association was rather
weak, it is unlikely to be a meaningful predictor of KR outcome to
be used in clinical practice.
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